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Email: secretary@rslangelescity.com 

NOTICE OF EXTRAORDINARY MEETING TO BE HELD AT THE CLUBROOMS ON THURSDAY 19th NOVEMBER 2015  

AT 1400 HRS (2:00PM) 

Business of meeting: - 

To approve of amendments to the Constitution and By Laws of the Sub Branch to correspond with the Rules and By laws of 
the Victorian Branch of the Returned and Services League of Australia. 

The meeting is called by a majority of the executive members of the Committee of the Angeles City RSL Sub Branch.  

(Only current financial members are entitled to vote and shall have one vote only.  Members may only vote in person. Proxy 
voting is not permitted (Rule 13.9C(l) -Victorian Branch) 

AGENDA 

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AND BY LAW AMENDMENTS – NOVEMBER 2015 

Preamble 

1. The Angeles City Sub Branch in mid-2013 transferred from the membership of the ACT Branch to Victorian Branch. 
2. The Constitution and By Laws of the Sub Branch were amended at an Extraordinary Meeting of the Sub Branch on 

the 19th November 2013 where a motion was put and carried that wherever the words “Australian Capital Territory” 
appeared, those words should be deleted, and the word “Victoria” inserted in lieu. 

mailto:rslacity@hotmail.com
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3. Where the Victorian Branch Rules and By Laws is at variance with the Sub Branch Constitution and By Laws, then 
by virtue of the Charter held by the Sub Branch, the Branch Rules and By Laws shall prevail. 

4. That it is necessary that by virtue of the Victorian Branch Rules and By Laws that amendments be made to the 
Constitution and By Laws of the Sub Branch, in order that the Sub Branch Constitution and By Laws are consistent 
with and not ultra vires of the Victorian Branch Rules and By Laws. Most of the proposed amendments are 
mandatory and one only is discretionary and are to be determined according to resolution(s) at an Extraordinary 
Meeting of the members of the Sub Branch entitled to vote at the meeting.  

 

MANDATORY MOTIONS 

1. THAT in existing Clause 1.1 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch, and following the words ‘National Constitution’, the 
words ‘and the Rules of the Victorian Branch Inc.,” be inserted. 
 

Reason to provide that management of the Sub Branch is specifically subject to the Victorian Branch Rules as well as the 
National Federal Council. 

 
2. THAT in existing Clause 1.1 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch, and following the words “and to any direction of” the 
words “the Federal Council;” be deleted and the words ”of either body;” be inserted. 
 
Reason that in accordance with the Victorian Rules, to provide that management of the Sub Branch is subject to the Victorian 
Branch Rules as well as the National Federal Council. 
 
3. THAT in existing Clause 2.2 (all parts) of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch, all the words shall be deleted and the 
words “The Sub Branch will at least one month prior to its Annual General Meeting determine the manner in which an 
election is to be held, and the number of members of the Sub Branch (being not less than three) to be elected to the Sub 
Branch to be elected to the Sub Branch Committee under Rule 13.7 of the Victorian Branch (and in addition to the Sub 
Branch officer positions). 

 
Reason to conform with Rule 13.7(b) of the Victorian Branch. 
 
4. THAT existing Clause 2.3 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch be deleted.  
 
Reason being ultra vires of Rule 13.9A(i) of the Victorian Branch, as proxy voting is not permitted. 
 
5. THAT in existing Clause 2.13.2 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch the numerals “21” be deleted and the numerals 
“30” be inserted. 
 

Reason to conform with Rule 13.9C of the Victorian Branch. 
 
6. THAT in existing Clause 2.4 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch the words “and in accordance with Rule 13.7(l) (1) to 
(7) of the Victorian Branch” be inserted at the end of the existing Clause. 
 

Reason to conform with Rule 13.7(l) of the Victorian Branch. 

 

7. THAT in existing Clause 2.5 of the BY-LAWS of the Sub Branch the words “if there be no written nominations under 
Clause 2.4 hereof” be inserted at the end of the existing Clause. 
 
Reason to conform with Rule 13.7(l) of the Victorian Branch. 
 

 
DISCRETIONARY MOTION 
 
1. THAT pursuant to Rule 13.7(a)(2) of the Victorian Branch, the Sub Branch apply to the State Executive for authority 
to continue one year terms of office for all Committee positions. 
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Reason Rule 13.7 (a) (2) provides for terms of two years for members of an elected Sub Branch Committee unless by 
resolutions the members of the Sub Branch apply to the State Executive for authority to continue one year terms. The Sub 
Branch BY-LAW Clause 2.1 currently provides for annual elections for Officer and Committee of the Sub Branch 

NOTES 

It is noted that pursuant to the provisions of Rule 13.7(b) the Sub Branch, and proposed new Clause 2.2 of the BY-LAWS, the 
Sub Branch Committee is required to hold a meeting  at least one month prior to the AGM to determine the manner in which 
an election is to be held at the AGM and the number of Committee to be elected in addition to the Officers. 

In other parts of the Victorian Branch Rules, at that meeting the following matters (inter alia) are to be decided:- 

(a) whether voting for positions on the Sub Committee is to be by secret ballot or by a show of hands (Rule 13.9(h)); 
(b) Whether postal or absentee votes will be permitted (Rule 13.9 (i)). 
 

PHILIP SALMON 

Secretary 

Dated 17th October 2015 

www.rslangelescity.com

                                                                                              LEST WE FORGET 

 

 

 

 

It gives me great pleasure to 
again stand in for President 
Jim and put a few words 
together to start our Oct 
Newsletter. 
Oct already, where has the 
year gone ?? Hopefully the last 
of the Typhoons have gone 
that way as well, what a wet 
old month. 

 
Still, it has been good for business and the 
coffers have improved slightly, thanks primarily to 
a very generous donation from the Hong Kong 
Fat Boys following their weekend of Golf and 
Rugby. 
 
We are a bit light on the ground (Committee wise) 
at the moment, with a number of our "Prime 
Movers" out of the country for a few weeks. 
Notwithstanding, the Oct Medical Mission went 
well, although a little smaller than normal. Details 
and directions "Mud Map" of the Nov Mission 
(see page 9) have been provided by Lindsay 

and are contained later in this newsletter, your 
assistance is always welcome. 
 
One of our important Committee Members (aren't 
they all) Ray Stenhouse, has recently had to 
have an operation on his knees and is not mobile 
for the next 6/8 weeks, however, is still 
managing fulfill his role and  keep our 
membership details updated with the Victorian 
Branch. Ray, thank you for your continuing efforts 
and we all hope you have a speedy recovery and 
look forward to seeing you back on your feet 
ASAP. 
 
While mentioning the Committee, we have 
recently had a retirement. Ron Parrott, our 
Treasurer for the last 4 + years, has decided he 
needs a break (who wouldn't) and has 
relinquished the Treasurers appointment. 
Ron, on behalf of the President, Committee and 
all members of the AC RSL Sub - Br, our heartfelt 
thanks for a job well done. Your dedication to this 
onerous task cannot be faulted, your hard work, 
commitment and long hours has contributed 

President’s Report 
by Gary Barnes – Sub-Branch Vice President 
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significantly to the overall efficient running of our 
Sub-Br, thank you most sincerely. 
A big welcome to David Messant  aka Kooka, 
(currently our QM) who has volunteered to take 
over the reins as Treasurer and has just 
completed the appropriate handover/takeover 
paperwork and is now in the breech, so as to 
speak. Thank you Kooka :-) 
 
Some of you who read the minutes from our 
General Meetings (copy within this newsletter) 
will note that our supplier of hearing aids is 
unable to support us any longer. The provision of 
hearing aids to the youth of AC is an important 
and lasting part of our charity work and we need 
to recruit another supplier ASAP (more than one 
would be a bonus). If any members can assist in 
this area of support through your home location 

medical fraternity, we would appreciate your 
efforts in assisting us in setting up a new supply 
chain. Our point of contact (POC) for hearing 
aids is Greg Mann who can provide more details. 
 
I would like to close in reminding all members 
that we have an Extraordinary General Meeting 
on Thu 19th Nov 15, commencing at 1400 hrs. 
the purpose of that meeting is outlined above in 
this newsletter, however, it is essentially to 
confirm and pass the amendments to our 
Constitution so that it is accordance with the 
Victorian Branch Rules. We will conduct the Nov 
General Meeting immediately after the 
Extraordinary Meeting. 
For those that feel it is appropriate, have an 
enjoyable Halloween :-). 
Gary B 

 

 

 
 

     

New cards at the Ponderosa:  
Svend Pedersen         Service member 1448824  
Paul Fairchild              Affiliate member 1411143   
Michael Giroud          Social member 1449628   
Ray Barfoot                 Social member 1449628    
William Paton            Affiliate member  1451042 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLEARANCE SALE 

FIESTA DAY SHIRTS 

Only 350p 

Limited Sizes 

Contact Kooka at 

Ponderosa Tuesday between 2 and 4 

Phone +639306915953 

Email: dimmessent@yahoo.com 

 

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT 
 

2 bedroom apartment for rent in the Don 
Bonafacio Sub Division 

Close to Marquee Mall and close to the 
Ponderosa Hotel for just 

₱6,000 per month Contact Philip Salmon 
09287424628 (English only) 

or Christine Salmon 0929194829 (Tagalog & 
English) 
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RSL EVENTS SCHEDULE NOVEMBER 

2015 

Night Moves Club Raffle every Monday at 5:30pm.  

 
Phillies Sports & Grill Raffle every Saturday at 

6.00 PM. 

 

MEDICAL MISSION  

Anunus   (MUDMAP ON PAGE 9) 

Saturday 07 Nov 15 

 

Tuesday  03 Nov 15 

2.00 PM... COMMITTEE Meeting 
2.00 PM Social Tuesday Ponderosa 

4.00 PM PORKYS* ICE BAR * BAY DOLLS 

 

Tuesday 10 Nov 15 

2.00 PM WELFARE MEETING 

2.00 PM Social Tuesday Ponderosa 

4.00 PM OLD MATES * VALHALLA * LA 

BAMBA 

 

Wednesday 11 NOV 15 

11:00 AM VETERANS DAY (Clark Cemetery) 

12:00 PM Social Drinks VFW & Ponderosa 

 

Tuesday 17 Nov 15 

2.00 PM GENERAL MEETING 

2.00 PM Social Tuesday Ponderosa 

4:00 PM CANDY * NIGHT MOVES * BLUE 

FLAME 

 

Thursday 19th November 

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING 

Re: changes to the constitution. 

Contact the secretary for details 

(Read notice at start of Newsletter) 

 

Tuesday 24 Nov 15  

2.00 PM Social Tuesday Ponderosa 

4.00 PM PONDEROSA  

 

Check out our web site 

WWW.RSLANGELESCITY.COM or Facebook for 

details or Email 

secretary@rslangelescity.com +63 928 742 4628 

 

 

New Members:   William Paton (A/C) * Thomas Leham (NC USA) * Anthony Bennett (WA) * Jeffrey 
Gorman (Davao PI) *  
 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies contained in this newsletter. 
Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant that articles or 

opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor 

http://www.rslangelescity.com/
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Argel Adario 

VP Operations 
“Outback Five Star Clark” 
Philippines 
 
Attention Argel and Betty  
 
The members of the Angeles City RSL Sub Branch wish to thank Outback Five Star Clark for the very generous donation of 
the 6 ice chests. These were in use from virtually day one at Challenger Field, Clark when the “Fat Boy” visited from Hong 
Kong and hosted the rugby tournament. They will be in continual use at our monthly children’s medical missions and other 
functions we attend to during each year.  
 
Once again, our sincere thanks for your help. 
 
Yours sincerely                                               
  
Philip R Salmon.  
Hon. Secretary 
Returned & Services League of Australia 

WWW.RSLANGELESCITY.COM 

Angeles City Sub Branch of Victoria Branch. 

1734 San Pablo St, Mt. View, c/- Ponderosa Hotel 

+639287424628 

25th September 2015 

___________________________________________________________________//____________________________________________________  

A SMALL HEALTH ADVISORY 
 
Due the soon to arrive summer curse of 
Mosquito's, or as in the tropics, all year round, I 
am posting this so many of you will know how to 
treat the area if you or your child are zapped by a 
mosquito. Many people are like me, attract 
mozzies, but not everyone is allergic to mosquito 
bites but for those who are it can be a miserable 
time. The best and Natural way to treat an insect 
bite is to use one of the following: 
1.) Place a used dry teabag on the bite.  
2.) Rub Raw Honey on the bite. 
3.) Apple Cider Vinegar, use a cotton ball and 
     apply to the bite. 
 

4.) Baking Soda, this is the cheapest and being a 
dry powder can be stored in your pantry for 
years. Take a small amount and add a little water 
to make a paste and apply the paste to the bite.  
5.) Take the skin of a Banana and rub the inside 
part of the banana peel on the bite. 
6.) Take a leaf off of an Aloe Vera plant and rub 
the bite with the leaf of the plant. 
 
Of course, do not forget to protect yourself 
outdoors after dark by wearing long sleeves and 
long trousers, slap on mozzie repellent and use 
the old standby, citronella flares. 

 

________________________________________________________??____________________________________ 

               

  

This is a reduced copy of a letter sent by Secretary Phil 
Salmon a thank you for services provided. 

I have removed the RSL logo to reduce space.  Ed 

http://www.rslangelescity.com/
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LOCAL LICENSE REQUIREMENTS ADVICE 

License renewal: How to renew a non-professional 
license in the Philippines 

A driver’s license is an official document 
authorizing an individual to drive a motorized vehicle 
in the Philippines. The Land Transportation Office 
issues three types of driver’s licenses: student permit, 
non-professional driver’s license, and professional 
driver’s license. 

Visit www.lto.gov.ph for more information. 

1. Current Non-Professional Driver’s License 
(NPDL), Professional Driver’s License (PDL) or 
Conductor’s License (CL) may apply for its 
renewal at least 1 month before its expiration 
but not more than two (2) years therefrom; 

1. If the expiry date falls on a weekend, 
holiday or non-working day, the 
license shall be renewed on or before 
the last working day prior to the expiry 
date of such licenses as provided for in 
the third paragraph of Section 24 of 
Republic Act No. 4136, otherwise the 
same shall become delinquent and 
invalid, except when the license is 
surrendered to the Director of his 
deputies on or before the last working 
day prior to the expiry date of such 
license as specified, in order to avoid 
payment of the delinquency fees. 

2. Medical Certificates issued by any licensed 
and practicing physician and valid within 
fifteen (15) days from the date issued. 

3. Tax Identification Number (TIN) (only for 
professional driver’s license applicants). 

4. Payment of required fees and charges. 
5. Personal appearance for photo-taking and 

biometric signature. 

Renewal requirements 

(1) A medical certificate issued by any licensed and 
practicing physician is part of the renewal 
requirements. The medical certificate will be valid 
within fifteen days from the date issued. 

The medical certificate should state the applicant is 
physically and mentally fit to drive; has clear eyesight 
and is not colorblind or otherwise needs proper 
corrective glasses; and has clear hearing or otherwise 
needs a hearing device. 
For applicants with the following disabilities: 

a. Orthopedically Impaired 

        -For upper limbs: amputated left or right arm 
with prosthesis 

        -For lower limbs: amputated left or right leg with 
prosthesis 

        -Post-Poliomyelitis: with one paralyzed leg either 
left or right 

b. Partially blind 

c. Speech and Hearing Impaired 

d. Free from highly contagious diseases (for PDL 
applicants) 

The Department Order No. 2015-014 states that the 
medical certificate shall indicate the name, address, 
Professional Tax Receipt (PTR) number and 
Professional Regulation Commission (PRC) number 
of the Physician. 

(2) Tax Identification Number (TIN) for PDL 
applicants. 

(3) Personal appearance for photo-taking and 
biometric signature. 

                                   

http://lto.gov.ph/
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Subic Bay RSL Sub Branch will be holding a “Memorial Service’ to commemorate 
the 97th anniversary of the Armistice which ended the First World War (1914–18) 

Venue: Treasure Island Floating Bar, Baloy Long Beach. 

The Service will commence promptly at 1100hrs. 

Those attending are requested to be at the venue between 1030hrs & 1045hrs to allow time for 
transport to the Bar. 

The Service will be followed by some light refreshments. 

A raffle will be held on the day with proceeds going to the RSL Sub Branch 
Charities. 

The above flyer has been sent by Mr. Albert Clifford, President of the Sub Bay RSL Sub Branch. Albert 
has invited any member who is interested to attend the service at the Treasure Island Floating Bar. He 
can also arrange for a wreath to be available and placed on the waters as part of the service. If anyone 
is planning to go, please contact the secretary ASAP. Albert stressed that he does not want to interfere 
with our normal service that will be held at Clark Cemetery, however, it would be good if we can have 
some representation at Subic. 

Philip R Salmon. Hon. Secretary   secretary@rslangelescity.com 

_____________________________________//___________________________________________________________//________________________ 

Member/WAG of the Month 

RAYMOND STENHOUSE 

Nominated by Secretary Phil Salmon 

Ray is still on sick parade and has asked me to suggest a Member of the 

Month (so I did, him). Ray is not able to walk and is virtually bed ridden for 

a while, however, he is still working as the membership officer and is 

processing new and renewals from his bed using his lap top. He's on heavy 

medication (pain killers) and most people would not continue the voluntary 

work but not Ray, he has put the Sub Branch and members first ahead of his 

discomfort. As such, Ray is the natural choice for member of the month 

along with his wife who has been with him through his pain and has been a 

great asset. You can see a photo of him on his Facebook page in hospital 

with blue/white leg braces/bandages showing he is still a Geelong Cats 

supporter. 
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 The directions to our next 

Medical Mission is fairly simple 

and I think we have been there 

before. 

Just head along the Friendship 

Highway to Anunas Road and 

chuck a right turn. Next right and 

you are there. 

As per every mission, if you need 

transport, be at the Ponderosa for 

the vehicle departing at 0730 

hours (that is 7:30 am in civvy 

time) 

 

 
 

VALE 
 

MAJGEN W.B. (DIGGER) JAMES AC, AO(Mil), MBE, MC, MBBS, DTM&H, DPH, DIH, FRACS 

 

Australian war 
hero, Major 
General W.B. 
‘Digger’ James, 
who served in 
Vietnam as an 
amputee, has died 
aged 85.  
‘Digger’ pictured 
(left) received the 
Military Cross 
(MC) in the Korean 
War before 
retraining as a 

doctor and serving in Vietnam. 
Then Lieutenant James was awarded the MC for 
bravery in 1952 while fighting with First Battalion 
Royal Australian Regiment (1 RAR). 

He was leading a 12 man infantry patrol when he 
stood on a land mine. One of his men was killed 
and three others wounded. His left leg was blown 
off below the knee and his right leg was broken 
and mangled but, despite his injuries, he refused 
to relinquish command and was the last to be 
stretchered out. He later became Director 
General of Army Medical Services before retiring 
from the army in 1986 and settling in Brisbane. In 
1993 he became the National President of the 
Returned & Services League of Australia 
(R&SLA) until 1997.  
NB. If you go into our Sub Branch meeting 
room and have a look at our RSL Charter, you 
will see the signature of ‘Digger’ James 
authorizing us to be a Chartered Sub Branch 
of the R&SLA. 

 

             We Need Your Blood! 

Help us to maintain our blood supplies by donating blood at the AUF Hospital Red Cross Blood Bank and credit to 
our RSL. Doesn’t take much time and it will be appreciated. 
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I bet this is something that not too 

many people know about… 

Alaska 

 

More than half of the coastline of the  

entire United States is in Alaska . 

NB     For interest sake I intend to place one each of these interesting facts into each 
newsletter. Should take until this time next year.  Ed 

 

Can any members 
remember this?? 

The line from 

Manila up to La 

Union was still 

operating in 1982. 

How did they wear 

all those clothes... 

must have been 

Hot!.. 
 

 

What Your Body Does in a Day: 
 Sometimes you may feel like your body is beginning to 

creak and fail you on the outside, but do you ever stop to 

consider the incredible work that is taking place inside of 

it? There is so much going on and everything fits together 

so well, that it's almost impossible to comprehend it. This 

presentation will remind you that there are miracles going 

on inside your body every single day. 
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The wording on the sign can be read easier from the photo located in our facebook page 

This article was by Bronwyn Lumsden reporter from McIvor Times newspaper 
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RSL 

Angeles City Sub Branch Philippines 

 
Clubhouse: Ponderosa Hotel 

1734 San Pablo St., 
Mt.View Balibago, Angeles City 2009, Philippines 

 

President 

James Curtis-Smith 
Mobile: + 63-917-503-2602 
Email:   president@rslangelescity.com 

Vice Presidents 

Bob Barnes 
Mobile: +63-928-145-6756 
Email:   jeddabob@hotmail.com 

Gary Barnes 
Mobile: +63-9158-398-379 
Email:   garylbarnes86@gmail.com 

 

 

Secretary 

Philip Salmon 
Mobile: +63-9287424628 
Email:   secretary@rslangelescity.com 

Treasurer 

David Messent 
Mobile: +63-930-628-1813 
Email:   treasurer@rslangelescity.com 

Quartermaster                                      Editor 
David Messent                                                                  Larry Smith 

Mobile: +63 930 628 1813                                             Mobile:  +61- 411 725 676                                

Email: dimmessent@yahoo.com                               editor@rslangelescity.com 

Do not forget, if dialing ‘in-country’ add in a 0 before the number 

 

 

 
“The price of liberty is eternal 

vigilance” 

Lest We Forget 

 

 

tel:%2B63%20930%20628%201813
mailto:dimmessent@yahoo.com
mailto:editor@rslangelescity.com
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Returned & Services League of Australia 

Angeles City Sub Branch, Philippines  

MINUTES OF MONTHLY 
GENERAL MEETING HELD  

20th OCTOBER 2015 

Call to order: at 1400 hrs. 

Ode to the fallen  Vice President Gary Barnes 

Attendance 16 (as per registered) 

Apologies: - 
President James Curtis Smith  Vice President Bob Barnes 
Committee Chris Weeks   Committee  Ray Stenhouse 
Committee Peter Renton   
Visitor  Iain Booth* 
*Note: Iain has asked to have his apology recorded. He is not yet a full member of Angeles RSL 
but is in the process of transferring from Hornsby Sub Branch. 

New members/transfers: None in attendance 
Visitors:   None in attendance 
 
Vice  President: 

 VP Gary sincerely thanked Ron Parrott (outgoing treasurer) for his diligent work as 

treasurer. He then introduced David Messent (Kooka) as the new treasurer.  

 Several copies of an article in the McIvor Times were left on the tables for all to 

read. This was published Wednesday 23rd September 15. 

 At the last committee meeting, chaired by VP Bob Barnes, Bob read a letter from 

Mr. John Muggridge with a list of prizes he has donated for raffles including a 2 litre 

flagon of Australian port. Chairman noted that this donation is a timely reminder 

that we should start to plan for Fiesta Day 2016. The Secretary was asked to 

ensure that 2016 Fiesta Day planning was an agenda item for the next committee 

meeting. 

 Chairman reminded all in attendance that the RSL Sub- Br was invited to attend a 

USA memorial service at Clark Cemetery Friday Oct 23rd at 10:00am. Chairman 

stated that he would be in attendance. 

 The Chairman advised all in attendance that by order of the executive, there will be 

an extraordinary general meeting in November to table changes to the RSL-AC Sub 

Br Constitution. Full details will be published in the next newsletter. The meeting 

will be held in the clubrooms, Thursday 19th November at 1400 hrs  
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Minutes of meeting held 15th September 2015  
Note: minutes of general meetings are in the Angeles City RSL newsletter 

Copies of minutes were available on the tables. 
MOTION: The minutes of the general meeting held 15th September 2015 be accepted as a 
true and accurate record 
MOVED Arthur Quinn   SECONDED Doug Emblem  CARRIED 
 

Matters arising from minutes: 
Apologies: 
Scott Chambers asked a member to tender his apology for the last meeting, however, the 

member (Peter) did not get to the meeting so no apology was recorded. Scott requested 
that the minutes show he wanted his apology registered.  
Secretary to action. 
 
Proposed lower cost medical mission photo album: 
The committee has approved in principle, the production of a shortened and more cost 
effective photographic record of our medical missions. Anthony Cullen has been asked to 
pursue and ascertain costings for such a production.  
 

Bar’s Medical Mission:- 
Greg Mann was asked to elaborate on the Oct Bar Medical Mission. He explained the 
procedure and asked the members to complete the circulated documentation and select a 
bar/s to look after for this mission.  
 

Secretary:-  
Outward Correspondence: -  
John Muggridge  Letter of thanks 

 State RSL   Asking about lapel badges again 
 Colin Whelan   Asking him to reconsider his resignation  

Scott Chambers  Complaining that his apology was not recorded 
 

Inward correspondence:- 
Note: Several E Mails received re: constitution etc. Not being read as they are covered by 
the proposed changes to the constitution 

 Colin Whelan   Resignation as membership coordinator  
 Subic RSL   Newsletter 

Scott Chambers  Advising his apology was never tendered.  
State RSL   Lapel badge requirements 
 
MOTION: The inward correspondence be accepted and the outward correspondence be 
endorsed. 
MOVED Philip Salmon SECONDED Ron Rarrott CARRIED  
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Treasurer’s report:- 
The Chairman asked Kooka to present his first treasurers report. Kooka gave a very detail 
breakdown of the incidentals section of the report. He explained that future reports will 
be in a different format 
 
MOTION: The treasurer’s report be accepted as tabled and read. 
MOVED Greg Mann  SECONDED Ron Parrott  CARRIED 
 

Matters arising from treasurer’s report:- 
 The Chairman stated that a breakdown of the incidentals area of expenditure must be 

part of the treasurer’s new format to allow members to be aware of just where our funds are 
spent. 
 
Welfare:- 

 Greg Mann reported that the proposed extended hearing aid program for members has 

hit problems. The Perth contact (Dennis) for hearing aids is no longer available. We 

currently have 46 hearing aids on hand plus approx 20 at Henson Hearing Centre. We 

have assisted 332 children with hearing aids over the past 4 years. The Chairman 

suggested that any member going to Australia should check with local audiologists to see 

if we can get a new supplier/s, the more being the merrier.   

 

 The Chairman updated the meeting on the condition of an ex member who we are 

providing non-monetary assistance to, (Ex RAN-name withheld) that is in Clark hospital 

who had suffered a heart attack but is now doing well. VP Gary has been in touch with his 

daughter and plans are in hand for him to return to Australia soon. 

 
 In relation to the RSL member (Name withheld) who resided at the Marble Inn. He is now 

in a care facility in Australia, his family have deserted him. The help from the Marble Inn 

is to be discussed at the next committee meeting. 

 
Membership:-   

Ray Stenhouse (Membership manager) is still incapacitated however, he is still attending 
to new members and renewals from his bed via his lap top. The Chairman directed that it 
be recorded in the minutes that we all wish him well and a speedy recovery. It should be 
noted that he has advised that it will be 6 – 8 weeks before he’s back on his feet. 
 

Medical Mission:- 
No Medical Mission report was available as Lindsay is in Australia. The members were 
advised that the next mission will be held at Batwin ning Asiagan Church on Saturday 7th 
November. The mud map will be in the next newsletter. 
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General Business:- 

 Secretary advised that Chris Weeks is in Australia and has had a meeting with John 

Wallace and Colin Carrington along with the journalist from the McIvor Times. He is 

presenting “Wood men” with RSL beer wraps, the large RSL stickers and a copy of the 

Medical Mission photo album, courtesy of President James. 

 Highett Sub Branch (Victoria) have a committee meeting Friday 23rd and will discuss our 

request for a donation. 

 Kooka wants details of any member who has a receipt book. To be discussed at the next 

committee meeting. 

 The members congratulated Scott Chambers on the birth of daughter Jasmin, born 9th 

October. 

 VP Gary reminded the members of the following three items:   

 The need prizes for the Fiesta Raffle – all assistance willingly accepted. 

 The requirement for members to volunteer to assist with the Oct Bar Medical 

Mission and thus completing the paperwork left by Greg. 

 To take note of the date and time of the Extraordinary General Meeting (1400 hrs 

19 Nov 15) and that it will be chaired by President James 

 
There being no further business, the Vice President closed the meeting at 1452 hrs 

 


